2017 McLaren 720S - PERFORMANCE //
LAUNCH EDITION // HUGE SPEC // FULL PPF //
ONE OWNER
PERFORMANCE // LAUNCH EDITION // HUGE SPEC // FULL PPF // ONE OWNER

Preis
Baujahr
Kilometerstand
Getriebe

USD 237 130
GBP 169 995 (listed)
2017
4 096 mi / 6 592
km
Automatik

Lenkung
Innenfarbe
Zustand

Kraftstoff

2

Außenfarbe

Anzahl der Türen

2

Automobiltyp

Antrieb
Innenausstattung

Schwarz
Gebraucht

Standort

Zahl der Sitze

Leistung

Rechts

Benzin
Grau
Coupé

710 BHP / 720 PS
/ 530 kW
Zweirad
Leder

Beschreibung
FOR SALE; Launch Edition // Huge Spec // Full PPF // One Owner
EQUIPMENT
720S Performance, Carbon Fibre Visible Body Structure, Carbon Fibre Exterior Pack 1 and 2, Interior
Carbon Fibre, Sports Exhaust, Stealth Pack, Electric Heated Memory Seats, Electric Steering Column,
Secondary Interior Components, Carbon Black Steering Wheel, Yellow Callipers, 12 Speaker Bowers
and Wilkins Surround Sound, Mclaren Track Telemetry, Parking Sensors Front and Rear, Volumetric
Alarm, 360 Degree Park Assist, Vehicle Lifting System, Branded Floor Mats, Fire Extinguisher,
Luggage Retention Strap, Vehicle Tracking System.
EXTERIOR
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Meticulously hand painted in an exquisitely rich shade of blue/grey, named by McLaren as Saros
Blue, this 720S exudes an imposing malevolence. The track focused, angular lines created with every
bit of surgical-like precision makes for a truly spectacular visual impact.
Benefiting from a full Paint Protection Film (PPF) fitted by Mclaren from new the body naturally
remains blemish free.
INTERIOR
The driver focused interior intensifies the thrill of driving the 720S, leaving no stone unturned in the
quest to optimise performance without compromising driver engagement. From the liberal use of
weight-saving Alcantara and carbon fibre throughout the cabin, to the luxuries of navigation, climate
control, media ports, and a central touchscreen, the 720S has perhaps the perfect balance between
drivability and performance.
The carbon fibre tub used in the 720S chassis is based on the similar principle of the MonoCage unit
in the P1 but is 18 kg lighter than its predecessor. Called the MonoCage II, the tub allows for dihedral
doors with large cut outs for easier entry and exit. It also reduces the size of the pillars of the roof,
improving visibility for the driver. The same tub underpins the Senna and the Speedtail sports cars.
ENGINE &amp; TRANSMISSION
The 720S features McLaren’s new M840T engine which is an evolution of the M838T used in the
650S. It is a 3,994 cc twin-turbocharged V8 engine. However, the stroke has been lengthened by 3.6
mm to increase the capacity and 41% of the engine’s components are new. The engine uses new
twin-scroll turbochargers which have a low inertia titanium-aluminium turbines which spin with
maximum efficiency. The engine has a rated power output of 720 ps at 7,000 rpm, as such giving the
car its name.
WHEELS, TYRES &amp; BRAKES
The unmarked, Ultra Lightweight 10-spoke alloy wheels are wrapped in Pirelli P-ZERO tyres, designed
for extreme track focus.
The 720S benefits from a carbon fibre braking system as standard, greatly increasing stopping power
and longevity compared with conventional steel setups.
HISTORY FILE
Originally supplied by McLaren Ascot on 18/09/2017, it is a launch edition car as denoted by its
interior plaque and colour coding. In addition it was further specified with many additional options
and carbon fibre packs and as such remains one of the highest spec’d 720 available today.
It’s first service has been carried out earlier this year with the car still under McLaren warranty until
September 2020.
With both keys all books and in as new condition it is ready to enjoy for the next owner at
significantly less that its list price.
Please visit our website for a full write up and additional photographs.
The car is supplied having had an extensive intake inspection. Warranty, Finance, Part Exchange and
Worldwide shipping are all available on request.
Buy with confidence: we operate from a 10,000sq ft indoor showroom with the support of a fully
functioning 4000sq ft preparation and service centre that includes a professional photo studio that is
used by Top Gear, McLaren and Alpine Stars. We have a passionate team that work incredibly hard to
ensure all our motor cars go through our rigorous and unique sales process so they are presented in
the best possible condition and light, then found homes all over the world.
Keep up to date: Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and instagram. Register on our webpage for the
latest stock updates.
** SIMILAR VEHICLES ALWAYS REQUIRED**
Selling? Our commission sale or SOR (Sale or Return) program is a great way to utilise and access
our services and facilities while still maximising the return from your vehicle with minimal hassle, If
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you’d like to take advantage of this then please get in touch for further information. Alternatively If
you’d like to move your vehicle on quickly and efficiently with minimal delay then we can make an
offer on an outright purchase basis with payment and collection arranged soon after.
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